
 
 
 
 Office of the Provost & VP(Academic)  
 James Administration Building, Room 504 
 Tel: 514-398-4177  |  Fax: 514-398-4768 
   
 TO:  Senate 

 FROM:  Professor Angela Campbell, Associate Provost (Equity & Academic Policies) 

  SUBJECT: Annual Report of the Joint Board-Senate Committee on Equity (2016-17) 

  DATE: September 19, 2017 

 DOCUMENT #:  D17-08 

 ACTION   INFORMATION      APPROVAL/DECISION 
 REQUIRED: 
 

ISSUE 
 

The 2016-17 Annual Report of the Joint Board Senate Committee on Equity is 
presented for information.  

BACKGROUND 
& RATIONALE 

The Joint Board Senate Committee on Equity (JBSCE) is a standing 
committee whose mandate is “promote fair access to academic and 
employment opportunities, and full participation in the McGill community, 
for all individuals, particularly for those from social groups that have 
historically encountered or continue to face systemic barriers. Such groups 
include, but are not restricted to: women, racialized and ethnic persons, 
Indigenous peoples, persons with disabilities, persons of diverse sexual 
orientations or gender identities and/or persons with significant care 
responsibilities.” It includes six subcommittees, whose annual reports are 
appended to the main report. 

PRIOR 
CONSULTATION 

The report was presented to the Executive Committee of the Board of 
Governors for information. 
 

SUSTAINABILITY 
CONSIDERATIONS 
 

The JBSCE has a sustainable framework in place in order to fulfill its 
mandate. 
 

IMPACT OF 
DECISION AND  
NEXT STEPS 

No action is required. 

MOTION OR 
RESOLUTION  
FOR APPROVAL 

This item is presented for information. 
 

APPENDICES Appendix A: JBSCE Annual Report 2016-17 
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY 

JOINT BOARD SENATE COMMITTEE ON EQUITY 

ANNUAL REPORT 2016-17 

MEMBERSHIP 

• The Provost or delegate, Chair: Prof. Angela Campbell, Associate Provost (Equity &

Academic Policies)

• The Director of the Office for Students with Disabilities: Ms. Teri Philips

• The Associate Vice-Principal (Human Resources), or a delegate: Ms. Fabiana Rassier

• The Coordinator of the First People’s House: Ms. Paige Isaac

• Associate Director of the Social Equity and Diversity Education Office: Ms. Veronica

Amberg

Chairs of Subcommittees: 

• Subcommittee on Women – Prof. Susan Gaskin

• Subcommittee on Persons with Disabilities – Ms. Andrea Miller-Nesbitt and Prof. Tara

Flanagan

• Subcommittee on Family Care - Prof. Audrey Moores

• Subcommittee on First Peoples – Mr. Kakwiranó:ron Cook and Ms. Haidee Lefebvre

• Subcommittee on Racialized and Ethnic Persons – Ms. Adrienne Piggott

• Subcommittee on Queer People – Prof. Lynn Kozak and Mr. Michael David Miller

One representative of the academic community appointed by Senate: 

• Prof. Jessica Ruglis – 2018

One representative of the non-academic community appointed by Senate:

• Ms. Chantal Grignon (2016-2017)

One representative of the Board of Governors:

• Ms. Lili de Grandpre – 2018

SSMU Equity Commissioner or delegate:

• Ms. Marilyn Verghis

PGSS Equity Commissioner or delegate:

• Ms. Angela Yu

MCSS Equity Commissioner:

• Ms. Hannah Berman

Student Representative – Continuing Studies:

• Ms. Isabelle Hupé

Secretary: 

• Ms. Julie Degans, Office of the Provost and Vice-Principal (Academic)

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

McGill's Joint Board-Senate Committee on Equity shall recommend University policy that 

strives to promote fair access to academic and employment opportunities, and full 

participation in the McGill community, for all individuals, particularly for those from social 

groups that have historically encountered or continue to face systemic barriers. Such groups 
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include, but are not restricted to: women, racialized and ethnic persons, Indigenous peoples, 

persons with disabilities, persons of diverse sexual orientations or gender identities and/or 

persons with significant care responsibilities. To this end, it shall assess the recruitment and 

support of such groups at the University and recommend ameliorations, including through 

developments to regulations and policies, to Senate and the Board of Governors. 

MEETINGS  

The Joint Board Senate Committee on Equity (JBSCE) met four times in 2016-2017: October 4th 

2016, December 5th 2016, February 7h 2017 and April 11th 2017.  

ACTIVITIES  

2016-2017 saw continued work in fulfilment of the Provostial commitment to equity and 

diversity. Accordingly, the JBSCE was active in advising on and facilitating a range of initiatives 

that have reach across the McGill campuses, with a view to boosting equity and inclusion. Key 

activities and accomplishment this year included the following: 

• Completion of a project with Human Resources (HR), IT Customer Services (ICS) and

the Subcommittee on Queer People (SQP) to allow use preferred names in McGill online

platforms. This project was years in the making and great progress was made in 2016-

2017, with support from the Provost & VP (Academic), the VP (Administration &

Finance) and Enrolment Services.

Students’ preferred names can now be used and displayed on: myCourses, Minerva, 

Outlook, Office 365, McGill ID cards, exam rosters, and student advising transcripts. 

Further information in this regard has been made available to the community online.  

In the period ahead, as HR’s R2R developments advance and become operational, use of 

preferred names will be made equally consistent for staff.  

• The fifth competition for the Award for Equity and Community Building saw a record

number of nominees this year. Awards were adjudicated by an ad hoc subcommittee of

the JBSCE. Over 100 members of the University community took part in the ceremony

recognizing nominees and recipients on 1 May 2017.

• Changes to the Terms of Reference of the JBSCE, which seek to render these more

inclusive, were finalized and approved by Senate and the Board of Governors.

• Members provided feedback and insights on the University’s draft Policy against Sexual

Violence, which was finalized and proceeded to Senate and the Board of Governors for

adoption in Fall 2016.

• An ad hoc Working Group on Systemic Discrimination, established under the JBSCE at

the end of 2013-14, completed its final report, which was presented to JBSCE and Senate

in Fall 2016. The Working Group’s report establishes a range of recommendations that

are being implemented and/or considered by the JBSCE and the University.

• JBSCE was consulted and gave feedback on the McGill Office of Sustainability’s Vision

20/20: Sustainability and Climate Action Plan.

http://www.mcgill.ca/students/records/address/preferred/faq/
http://www.mcgill.ca/secretariat/files/secretariat/policy_against_sexual_violence.pdf
http://www.mcgill.ca/secretariat/files/secretariat/policy_against_sexual_violence.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/senate/files/senate/10._d16-13_wgsd_tenure_track_survey_report.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/sustainability/vision-2020-sustainability-strategy
https://www.mcgill.ca/sustainability/vision-2020-sustainability-strategy
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• JBSCE was consulted and gave feedback to the Provost’s Task Force on Indigenous

Studies and Indigenous Education.

• JBSCE was consulted and gave feedback on the SEDE Office’s Café Collab initiative.

• JBSCE was consulted and gave feedback on developments with respect to employment

equity data analysis at McGill, notably, (1) the creation of a new Employment Equity

Advisor to oversee strategy development and implementation of aspirations set by the

University’s Employment Equity Policy, and (2) the design of a new employment equity

questionnaire that will be rolled out to the McGill workforce in 2017-2018.

• Various JBSCE subcommittees have collaborated to consider the content and delivery of

equity education for campus stakeholders. Leadership for this initiative will be taken up

by the SEDE office in 2017-2018, consulting with the JBSCE, to ensure cohesion and

coherence in equity education at McGill.

SUBCOMMITTEES 

All JBSCE sub-committees were active during the year. Their annual reports are attached. 

APPENDICES  

Appendix 1: Report of the Subcommittee on Family Care  

Appendix 2: Report of the Subcommittee on First Peoples  

Appendix 3: Report of the Subcommittee on Persons with Disabilities 

Appendix 4: Report of the Subcommittee on Queer People 

Appendix 5: Report of the Subcommittee on Racialized and Ethnic Persons 

Appendix 6: Report of the Subcommittee on Women 

https://www.mcgill.ca/provost/strategic-initiatives/provosts-task-force-indigenous-studies-and-indigenous-education
https://www.mcgill.ca/provost/strategic-initiatives/provosts-task-force-indigenous-studies-and-indigenous-education
https://www.mcgill.ca/equity_diversity/students/training-and-events/cafecollab
http://mcgill.ca/secretariat/files/secretariat/employment-equity-policy.pdf
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JBSCE Subcommittee on Family Care 
2016-17 Annual Report (Aug 2017) 

Membership: 

• Audrey Moores, Chemistry, Chair

• Michelle Cubano Guzman, Faculty Relocation Advisor

• Julia Pingeton, Family Resources Coordinator

• Carolyn Samuel, Teaching and Learning Services

• Joan Butterworth, Leadership Development Training Facilitator

• Maryam D'Hellencourt and Miranda Labrash, SSMU representatives

• Jenny Ann Pura, PGSS representative

Website: The subcommittee created and launched a website on November 2016, including all relevant 

information on Schooling, childcare, health, elder care and other resources pertaining to family care. 

This website was very well received by the community and we received a lot of positive feedback with 

suggestions for improvement. The subcommittee also voted on an inclusion statement, appearing on 

the website: Families and family circumstances vary. Throughout this website, the term “family” 

connotes all family forms. The website seeks to support and welcome McGill’s diverse families within its 

larger vision of a family-friendly campus, recognizing that working, teaching and/or studying while 

balancing family life and care commitments is a challenging reality. 

Agreement between Kids & Co. and MAUT: The JBSCE subcommittee has worked with MAUT and a 

private daycare, Kids & Co. to offer priority access to childcare services at several locations in Montreal 

for MAUT members. A formal agreement was signed in 2016 and the renewal juts went through this 

summer. Overall since implementation, 9 new contracts between McGill parents and K&Co were signed. 

Accommodation of pregnant students at OSD: The subcommittee identified with the help of OSD that 

there were a few cases of pregnant students who had to take their exam there (2 during the academic 

year 15-16). Dean of students, OSD and students concerned were consulted. The current policy is to 

have such situations handled by Student Affairs Offices, (students who need accommodation to their 

professors and Student Affairs per university policy: https://www.mcgill.ca/students/records/pregnant-

students-and-dependants/) but some end up sending the students to OSD. We proposed and will 

implement next year to move responsibility for addressing accommodation from instructors to; indicate 

that students must disclose either to SAO or instructor (at least one of them) and have as an option to 

disclose only to Student Affairs (and not necessarily to instructors); and discuss with 2 or 3 selected SAO 

to identify any hurdle. 

Policy for Student Pregnant Lab Workers: discussion started with the University Lab Safety Committee 

(ULSC). Currently, there is no provisions for pregnant students. Staff policies re. Environmental Health 

and Safety (EHS) policies have been applied to students – a goodwill measure on McGill’s part, not a 

legal obligation. Faculty and students need to be informed that they can go to EHS. A small committee 

will be formed (someone from ULSC and Jenny Ann from our committee will be part of this new 

committee) to meet with relevant units on campus about how to address the matter and work toward 

creating a policy for to protect students. 

https://www.mcgill.ca/students/records/pregnant-students-and-dependants/
https://www.mcgill.ca/students/records/pregnant-students-and-dependants/
angelacampbell
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Submitted August 14, 2017, by co-chairs Kakwiranó:ron Cook and Haidee Lefebvre (interim) 

Sub-Committee on First Peoples 

September 2016-May 2017  Annual Report to the Joint Senate-Board Committee on Equity 

Membership: 

1. Kakwiranó:ron Cook, Indigenous Outreach Administrator, Office of the Dean of Students, co-chair

2. Charlotte Burns, Records Administrator & Trainer, Enrolment Services, co-chair (on leave)

3. Haidee Lefebvre, Faculty of Education PhD candidate; interim co-chair since May 2016

4. Jim Howden, Director, First Nations & Inuit Education Program, Faculty of Education

5. Paige Isaac, Coordinator, First Peoples’ House

6. Allan Vicaire, Indigenous Education Advisor, SEDE

7. Bradley Por, student, Faculty of Law; PGSS representative

8. Christian Quequish, student, Faculty of Arts; SSMU representative

9. Shannon Snow, student, Faculty of Law; Law Senator, McGill University Senate

10. Benjamin Kingston, student, Faculty of Law

11. Alex Grey, student, Faculty of Science; McGill chapter chair, American Indian Science & Engineering

Society

Regularly scheduled meetings: 

1.) September 13, 2017 2.) November 8, 2016 3.) January 17, 2017 4.)  April 11, 2017

Activities: 

We met the following three objectives stated in the 2015-2016 annual report: 

 Increased membership and developed support from and for students: Three Indigenous students joined the

sub-committee; as part of our capacity-building commitment, we nominated one as the 2017-2018 co-chair.

 Explore potential partnerships:

 Partnered with the chairs of Equity Subcommittees on Racialized and Ethnic Persons and on Queer People

to draft University policy that implements an equity education module for the entire McGill community.

The remaining two objectives were postponed as six out of ten members directed their energies to the Provost’s 

Task Force on Indigenous Studies and Indigenous Education. Notably, the sub-committee also submitted formal 

recommendations to three of the five Task Force subcommittees. Finally, due to resource shortage, we also 

postponed introducing the sub-committee during Indigenous Awareness Week Campaign. 

In 2014 we nominated Douglas Cardinal, Métis & Blackfoot, for an honorary doctorate; at the June 2017 

convocation two Indigenous recipients were recipients of honorary degrees:  Engineering - Douglas 

Cardinal, Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa; and Continuing Studies:  Alanis O’Bomsawin, Doctor of 

Letters, Honoris Causa 

Objectives for 2017-2018: 

-Traditional Territory Acknowledgement: 1) Create student position to 2) consult with the Kahnawake,

Kanehsatake, Akwesasne (Kanien’kehà:ka), Wendake (Huron-Wendat), and Kitigan Zibi (Anishinaabeg), 

Abenaki; 3) finalize proposal; 

-mount website;

-determine available support for Indigenous student initiatives and types of funding.

Note, these objectives are subject to modification as Task Force recommendations get implemented including

staffing changes at the First Peoples’ House 
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Joint Board Senate Committee on Equity, Subcommittee on Persons with Disabilities 

2016-2017 Annual Report 

Membership 

Andrea Miller-Nesbitt (Chair), Tara Flanagan (Chair), Futsum Abbay, Veronica Amberg, Philippe 

Archambault, Sarah Bakirci, Jill Barker, Tanja Beck, Ray Blasen, Simone Cavanaugh, Biagio 

D'Onofrio, Matthew Faigan, Maxime Gangon, Ben van der Ger, Daniella Goldberg, Valerie 

Hasbum, Jessica Holmes, Lucyna Lach, Grace Loten, Diane Lowden, Kevin MacSween, Lorraine 

Mercier, Aparna Nadig, Teri Phillips, Kayin Queeley, Jack Rudski, Jo-Ann Sciampacone, Ingrid 

Sladeczek (on sabbatical 2016-2017), Roberta Thomson, Kathleen Tobin, Ricky Tran, Gift 

Tshuma, Keeley White, Robert Whitley, Elif Wonders, Paul Yoo 

Mandate 

To recommend University policy regarding persons with disabilities and to recommend 

ameliorations to Senate and to the Board of Governors. 

Meetings 

The Subcommittee on Persons with Disabilities met 4 times: October 5th & December 6th, 
2016, and on February 1st & April 5th, 2017. Smaller subgroups met on an as needed basis to 
work on specific projects. 

Activities 

• The subcommittee had several discussions on the availability of information on campus

maps for people with reduced mobility.  We provided feedback to MOOS about how their

current Campus Accessibility Guides could be improved.  We presented about UD/UDL and

Inclusion to the implementation team.

• The subcommittee continued to refine a document outlining important considerations for

improving the accessibility of events.  This document will be used by people planning events

at McGill and will help improve the accessibility of events on campus.

• With the aim of continuing discussions regarding access to employees with disabilities, the

subcommittee co-hosted (with SEDE) a Meet and Greet for employees with disabilities and

their allies on April 20, 2017. 22 McGill employees were in attendance and a very

productive discussion about issues and potential next steps was had. We will continue to

work with this network throughout the 2017-2018 academic year.

• The Meet and Greet along with discussions at our meetings was a catalyst for the creation

of an SPF proposal in conjunction with SEDE to create a concrete plan for greater

participation in inclusive practices on campus. The proposal is being refined and will be

submitted in September, 2017.

• Work continues on the creation of a website and a Terms of Reference. A skeleton version

of the website has been created. The creation of these products will remain a priority.
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McGill University Library 
3459, rue McTavish,  
Montréal (Québec) H3A 0C9

www.mcgill.ca/library 
michael.david.miller@mcgill.ca 
514-398-7440

Michael David MILLER, Assistant Librarian 
Liaison Librarian for French Literature, Economics & LGBTQ+ Studies 
Humanities and Social Sciences Library 

2016-2017 Annual Report 

McGill Joint Board Senate Committee Sub-Committee (JBSCE) for Queer People 

Meetings 

● The Subcommittee meet 20 September 2016, 18 October 2016, 16 November 2016, 7
December 2016, 2 February 2017, 23 March 2017 and 25 April 2017.

Social Activities

● Annual Return to the Rainbow Homecoming event, this year sponsored by SEDE and Queer
McGill, attended by over 50

● End of Winter Term social Queer 5 à 7 in December.

Contributions to the JBSCE 

● Over the course of the Fall 2016 semester, the subcommittee collected feedback from its
members on the Sexual Assault Policy.

● The Subcommittee also expressed concern to the chair of the JBSCE, Prof. Campbell, and
feedback on the proposed timeline to implement the new Recruitment to Retirement HR
management programme.

Internal Subcommittee Activities 

● We established an email account creation, queer@mcgill.ca and a Google Drive account to
better facilitate communication with current members and potential members, as well as to
facilitate the sharing and collaboration within the Subcommittee.

● Creation of executive roles within the subcommittee to facilitate work flows: Secretary,
Webmaster & Communications.

● Revised subcommittee terms of reference to be revised by subcommittee in Fall 2017 and
presented to the JBSCE for approval.

Ongoing Projects 

● Preferred Name Policy : The Subcommittee will continue to advocate for the preferred name
policy for all McGill Faculty and Staff.

● Return of the Rainbow: Yearly event held during homecoming that allows former and current
LGBTQ+ McGillians to network with one another.

● Speaker Series : The Subcommittee is currently working on implementing a monthly speaker
series that will feature professors, librarians, professionals and community members on Queer
issues in scholarship and society.

● Soirées Queer : We are also working on building Queer community on campus with Monthly /
bimonthly soirées queer to promote and cultivate a sense of community on campus for Faculty,
Staff and Students.

● Recruitment : Attend new faculty orientation and new student orientation events to increase
subcommittee visibility and membership.

Prepared by:  
Michael David MILLER, Co-Chair 

25 July 2017 

http://www.mcgill.ca/library
mailto:michael.david.miller@mcgill.ca
mailto:queer@mcgill.ca
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Joint Board of Governors and Senate Subcommittee on Equity Racialized 

and Ethnic Persons 

2016 – 2017 Annual Report 
Submitted by Adrienne Piggott, Subcommittee Chair 

1. Membership

Bobby Ansari, Faculty of Medicine 
Monica Batac, PGSS 
Emil Briones, PGSS (secretary) 
Emily Yee Clare, Faculty of Education 
Regine Debrosse, PGSS 
Anne-Marie Huynh, University Advancement 
René Iwo, SSMU (ex-officio) 
Charles-Alexandre Keita, SSMU 
Cynthia Lee, Communications 
Pascale LeGros, Office of the Associate Provost - Policies, Procedures & Equity 
Margaret Morgan-Adlam, Faculty of Arts [on leave] 
Kathleen Ng, Office of Sustainability 
Adrienne Piggott, Procurement Services (chair) (ex-officio) 
Jessica Ruglis, Faculty of Education 
Kharoll-Ann Souffrant, SSMU 
Haidee Smith-Lefebvre, PGSS 
Malek Yalaoui, SEDE 
Shanice Yarde, SEDE (ex-officio) 
Angela Yu, PGSS (ex-officio) 
Sameer Zuberi, Faculty of Medicine 

2. Mandate

2.1. The primary mandate of the Subcommittee is to make recommendations to the University on 

affairs relating to Racialized and Ethnic Persons. 

2.2. The Subcommittee will also foster community engagement and actively promote initiatives that 

demonstrate McGill’s commitment to diversity in the community. 

2.3. The Subcommittee will endeavor to research and learn from the best practices in peer 

institutions from creating a climate of diversity leadership. 

2.4. The Subcommittee will issue an annual report to the McGill community and interim reports as 

needed. 
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3. Meetings

September 2016
October 2016
November 2016
December 2016
January 2017
February 2017
March 2017
April 2017
May 2017
June 2017

4. Initiatives and Accomplishments

4.1. Black History Month - headed by Shanice Yarde (SEDE Equity Education Advisor) and Chantelle

Dallas (Faculty of Law, SEDE) 

Through the immense planning and advocacy work of Shanice Yarde and Chantelle Dallas, the 

University's first official Black History Month event and community building series. 

4.1.1.  Motion to Senate by Charles Keita (SSMU Student Senator) 

Charles Keita, SSMU rep on JBS-SCE: REP 

4.2. Support Group for Racialized Students (Counselling Services and PGSS Equity) - headed by 

Angela Yu (PGSS Equity Commissioner) and Dr. Calli Armstrong (Counselling Services) 

In collaboration with Counselling Services, PGSS Equity Commissioner 16-17 Angela Yu launched 

an initiative wherein two racialized psychotherapists held confidential support group sessions 

for racialized students. Feedback from all that used the service was very positive. JBS-SCE: REP 

was instrumental in increasing visibility for the initiative through its advertising and 

communication channels. The initiative will be re-launched in Fall 2017, again in close 

collaboration with PGSS Equity and JBS-SCE: REP. 

4.3. Creation of a Community Project Manager position dedicated to supporting racialized students 

Through a successful Sustainability Projects Fund proposal by REP member Regine Debrosse, a 

Community Projects Manager (CPM) has been hired (REP member Malek Yalaoui). This position 

was created to facilitate institutional work that is geared towards supporting and advocating for 

the wellness of racialized students. A number of REP members are on the project team who act 

as the consultative body that guides and monitors the progress of the CPM. Mental Health has 

been a focal point for the CPM in the first few months of their mandate and has been looped 

into the Racialized Student Support Group initiative at Counselling Services. 

4.4. Website Renewal 
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4.5. Social Media Presence 

4.5.1.  JBS-SCE REP Facebook Page: launched in the Fall semester. Was instrumental in signal 

boosting events and initiatives as well as sharing thought provoking writing pieces on the 

subject of race and social justice. 

4.5.2.  REP Blogs McGill: traffic and activity dramatically increased this year. The secretary and 

the chair ensured to post on the blog at least twice per month. The blog was also a way to 

reach out to McGill community members and increase the visibility of the Subcommittee. 

4.6. Course Evaluations - headed by Adrienne Piggott (chair of JBS-SCE: REP) 

4.6.1.  Windsor-Oakland Teaching Conference 2017 

4.7. Hiring and Promotion of Racialized Academic Staff. - Continuing to explore policies that support 

increasing the presence of racialized academic staff 

4.8. Documentary on Dr. Phil Edwards: provided support to the production company producing a 

documentary on a celebrated black McGillian. 

4.9. Community Screenings - “Moonlight” by Barry Jenkins (joint event with PGSS Equity) 

4.9.1. In conjuction with PGSS Equity Commissioner Angela Yu and the PGSS Equity Committee, 

the JBS-SCE: REP held a screening and a facilitated debrief and discussion for the critically 

acclaimed movie “Moonlight”. The screening provided a safer space for community 

members to discuss themes of anti-Blackness, masculinity, and queerness through the 

experiences of the movie’s protagonist. The discussion was facilitated by the the 

Subcommittee chair and the PGSS Equity Commissioner. 

4.10. McGill Equity and Community Building Awards 

Subcommittee chair, Adrienne Piggott, was the recipient of the 2017 McGill Equity and 

Community Building Award, Administrative Staff category. Her years of service and her direct 

involvement in growing anti-racism movements in the McGill and wider community was 

recognized at the May 1 2017 awards ceremony. 

5. Objectives for 2017 - 2018

5.1. Black Students’ Network Representative 

5.1.1.  Amend Terms of Reference to create an ex-officio seat for a representative from the Black 

Students’ Network 

5.2. Community Screenings - “Tickling Giants” by Sara Taksler (Joint event with PGSS Equity) 

5.2.1. In collaboration with PGSS Equity, JBS-SCE: REP will organize a panel discussion/screening 

of “Tickling Giants” by Sara Taksler - a film that explores the political upheaval in Egypt and 

the role of comedian and physician Dr. Bassem Youssef in raising political consciousness 

and inspiring counter-hegemonic movements. 

5.3. Sustainability Projects Fund Project Team - Community Projects Manager (Racialized Student 

Support) 

5.4. McGill Policy on Harassment, Sexual Harassment, and Discrimination as Prohibited by Law 

5.5. McGill Policy on Sexual Violence - support further implementation with specific attention paid 
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to the intersection of racialization and sexual violence 

5.6. Discover McGill JBS-SCE: REP Presence 

Appendix 
None at this time 
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Sub-committee on Women 
Annual Report to the Joint Senate-Board Committee on Equity 

1 June 2016 – 31 May 2017 
 (Submitted by Assoc. Prof. Susan Gaskin, Chair on Aug. 15, 2017) 

Membership 2016-2017 
Chair: Susan Gaskin        Civil Engineering and App.Mech 
Amsel, Rhonda Psychology MacDonald, Mary Ellen Dentistry 
Bakiri, Sarah SSMU reps Maciasz, Eva Admin (IT) 
Baum, Shari School of Communication 

Sciences and Disorders 
Manakis, Marie Law 

Bede, Jacquline MacDonald Campus Munter, Lisa Marie Pharmacology and 
Therapeutics 

Benedetti,  Andrea Medicine (Epidemiology) Narain, Vrinda Law 
Bidochka, Roberta Pharamcology and 

Therapeutics 
Phyper, Megan SSMU  

Boruff, Jill  Libraries Pingeton, Julia Family Coordinator SEDE 
Braitstein, Lara Religious Studies Rao, Daneese SSMU 
Glushko, Anastasia PGSS Tannenbaum, Gloria Pediatrics 
Hnatchuk, Darlene Director, Career Planning 

Service 
Tetrault, Bianca Harm Reduction Officer 

Hyde, Sandra Anthropology (on sabbatical) Titone, Debra Psychology 
Kok, Roe-Min  Music Tozer, Angela History 
Koop, Dora Management Turner, Sarah Geography 
Lee, Diana H. McGill Women’s Network Yard, Shanice SEDE 
Lippman, Abby Medicine 

(Epidemiology)(retired) 
Zorychta, Edith Pathology/MAUT 

Our Mandate 
The Subcommittee on Women  makes recommendations to the Joint Senate Board Committee on Equity (JSBCE) 
on the following topics: 

1) Advocacy of Women’s Rights and Promotion of Women
• Providing positive action regarding the employment and promotion of women at McGill University
• Promoting equity for women in salary and pension issues
• Monitoring representation of women on University committees and in administrative positions
• Monitoring policy and practices affecting women
• Providing advocacy for the problems of obtaining research funding - Supporting research and teaching on women

2) Initiation and Consolidation of Women’s Activities
Will collaborate with the Institute for Gender, Sexuality, and Feminist Studies (IGSF) when there are issues of mutual
interest. As well, the Sub-Committee will continue to offer its own advice about and support to the activities of women
students and all staff.

3) Liaison and Networking for Women
• Assisting in the sponsorship of conferences on issues pertinent to women in academic and workplace contexts
• Facilitating contact with other women’s groups at the University as well as regional and national organizations

It should be noted that we have a limited budget which went towards maintaining our website. 

angelacampbell
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 Sub-committee on Women  
Annual Report to the Joint Senate-Board Committee on Equity 

1 June 2016 – 31 May 2017 
 (Submitted by Assoc. Prof. Susan Gaskin, Chair on Aug. 15, 2017) 

Activities of Sub-committee on Women during the 2016-2017 year: 
The Sub-committee on Women continues to be active on a broad number of issues. It has been observed that 
most direct/overt discrimination of women has now been removed at McGill, however indirect discrimination or 
under-valuation of women’s achievements remains, particularly in units with lower percentages of women 
faculty.  The issues covered this year are summarized below. 

The Subcommittee on Women met in person 4 times during the teaching year: 4 committee meetings 
(attendance 5-10). Other members were consulted by email on substantive issues to gain broader 
representation.  Work was also carried out with communication by e-mail between these gatherings. Agendas 
and minutes were recorded.  

Sexual Violence Policy 
The Sub-Committee on Women was actively involved in providing feedback and recommendations to the drafts 
of the Sexual Violence Policy that was approved by Senate in November 2016.  Consultations within the 
membership and discussions with other interested stakeholders (including MAUT, SSMU, PGSS, SACCOMS) were 
undertaken. In addition the Sub-Committee participated in a Roundtable meeting on Nov.4 organized by the 
Provost’s office.  These led to written recommendations on the drafts of May 2016, September 2016 and October 
2016 of the Sexual Violence Policy, which were discussed in meetings with AP Campbell (Equity and Academic 
Priorities). 

Policy on Harassment, Sexual Harassment and Discrimination prohibited by law 

The Sub-Committee were consulted about amendments to the policy, which were proposed to defined the 
responsibilities of a new “Senior Equity and Inclusion Officer”, a position created to reduce the administrative 
load of the Coordinating Assessor and to provide continuity in implementation of the Policy.  Comments were 
initially provided in July 2016 and feedback continued over the year until the amendments were approved by 
Senate in May 2017. The Sub-Committee continues to provide comments and suggestions for other amendments 
through a working group on the Policy. 

SSCOW Website updates and communications 
• Our website continues to be updated with relevant material and upcoming meetings or seminars of interest.

https://www.mcgill.ca/senate-subcommittee-women/senate
• This year a Facebook page has been initiated and maintained by the student members to provide an

alternative forum for disseminating information about relevant events and activities.

https://www.mcgill.ca/senate-subcommittee-women/senate
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